This week in the ShapeShift DAO, we have been discussing various proposals and ideas during our weekly governance meeting. We have had one proposal which has passed and one pending proposal. The proposals continue to see great engagement from the community and new ideas keep on coming to light.

Check out the section below for more information on current and passed proposals as well as ideas for discussion, which you can get involved in. Let’s move forward and keep on DAO it!

**USEFUL LINKS**

**Weekly Governance Meeting**
January 20, 2022 – 3:00 pm
Weekly Governance Meeting
January 17, 2022 – 10:30 am
ShapeShift DAO Weekly Ops Sprint

**KEY DATES (MDT – 06:00)**
February 1st, 2022 thru and including February 28th, 2022.

**PASSSED PROPOSAL**
- Proposal which has passed
- Proposal which is pending

**NEW FORUM POSTS**

**NEW FORUM POSTS**

**Current Events**
- Cosmos Staking Cosmilette Sponsorship and Event
- ShapeShift has been standing strong and doing $1M+over for the last year and a half, let’s keep going and sync wallets that are going to keep doing it.
- **Propose 1:** Create a new event to the exposure of the 600K community around us. ShapeShift has been a big player in the Future of Finance. Keep for future budgets.
- **Propose 2:** approve the proposed Osmosis treasury payment."